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Preamble
(A)

Under these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East, AGGM implements the provisions of section 16 of the
Austrian Natural Gas Act (Gaswirtschaftsgesetz, GWG) 2011 in conjunction with section 14 (1) no.
9 GWG 2011 in its role as market area manager, and the provisions of section 26 GWG 2011 in
conjunction with section 18 (1) no. 25 GWG 2011 in its role as distribution area manager.

(B)

These GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East comprise three parts: Part 1 applies to the legal relationships
between AGGM as the market area manager and the balance group representative, on the one
hand, and between AGGM as the distribution area manager and the balance group
representative, on the other hand. Part 2 applies exclusively to the legal relationship between
AGGM as the market area manager and the balance group representative. Part 3 applies
exclusively to the legal relationship between AGGM as the distribution area manager and the
balance group representative.

(C)

The legal relationships between AGGM as the market area manager and the balance group
representative, on the one hand, and between AGGM as the distribution area manager and the
balance group representative, on the other hand, comprises in particular all statutory and
contractual rights and obligations subsisting between these parties.

(D)

A great number of other provisions of the GWG, including without limitation section 14 (1) no. 9,
section 91 (2) no. 1, section 91 (2) no. 2, section 91 (2) no. 4, section 93 (1) no. 1 GWG 2011,
provide for an agreement to be concluded between the market area manager and the balance
group representative. Section 18 (1) no. 25 and section 91 (2) no. 2 GWG 2011 require the
distribution area manager and the balance group representative to enter into an agreement.

(E)

Both in its role as market area manager and in its role as distribution area manager, AGGM shall
thus generally conclude a uniform agreement with the balance group representative (“BGR
agreement”) as of the entry into force of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East. (E)
On
conclusion of the BGR agreement, the provisions of the preamble, parts 1 to 3 of the GTC MAMDAM-BGR East and its annexes shall become an integral component thereof.

(F)

The agreements entered into with binding effect by the time these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East
enter into force between the market manager and the balance group representative (“MAM-BGR
Agreement”) as well as between the distribution area manager and the balance group
representative (“DAM-BGR Agreement”) shall remain in force. The provisions of clause 12 shall
apply to these agreements.

Part 1

General provisions

1.

Subject matter and scope of application

1.1

Part 1 of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East lays down the general provisions governing the legal
relationship between the market area manager and the balance group representative as well as
that between the distribution area manager and the balance group representative.

1.2

Die AGGM shall conclude the BGR agreement with the individual balance group representatives
on the basis of its own GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East. Any terms and conditions of the balance group
representative shall be binding on AGGM only if AGGM has expressly accepted them in writing.

1.3

The agreement shall be concluded via the AGGM platform. In this connection, the GTC for AGGM
Platform Use shall apply, constituting an integral part of Part 1 of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.
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1.4

The BGR agreement shall be invalidated if the balance group representative's application for a
licence under section 93 GWG 2011 is subsequently rejected or denied by the regulatory authority
or if such licence is revoked by the regulator or expires or if an application for a licence was not
submitted due to non-fulfilment of the applicable requirements after the BGR agreement with
AGGM was signed: No rights and duties arising from the valid agreement shall be affected by the
invalidation.

1.5

These GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East do not apply to agreements with balance group representatives
of special balance groups as stipulated in section 24 GMMO-VO.

Definitions and interpretation
For the purposes of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East the following terms shall have the meanings
ascribed to them in this clause 2.1: Apart from that, the terms used in these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR
East are used as defined in the Gaswirtschaftsgesetz (GWG, Natural Gas Act) 2011, the GasMarktmodell-Verordnung (GMMO-VO, Gas Market Model Ordinance) and the SoMa Gas (Gas
Market Code):
(GTC for AGGM Platform Use)

means AGGM’s general terms and conditions of use for the
AGGM platform, including its Annex ./1 as amended.

GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East

means the general terms and conditions of the market area
manager and the distribution area manager governing the
legal relationships between (i) the market area manager
and the balance group representatives, on the one hand,
and (ii) the distribution area manager and the balance
group representatives, on the other hand, in the Eastern
market area, including any annexes, as amended.

ACER

means the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy
Regulators.

AGGM platform

means the online platform of the Market Area Manager
and the Distribution Area Manager

Annex I to the BGR agreement

is an integral part of the BGR agreement, which contains
any and all contact data of both the market area manager
and the balance group representative.

Applicable law

means the entirety of the laws, regulations, ordinances,
directives and other legal acts of the European Union or of
a state, Austrian federal province or local authority
applicable to a party, as well as any orders, rulings and
decisions of courts and administrative authorities and
other acts of law.

Assignment

is used as defined in Annex ./1, clause 6.2.1.

Affected party

means the party invoking force majeure under clause 5.

BGR

means a balance group representative (balance responsible
party) as defined in the GWG 2011.

BGR candidate

means the person who is registered on AGGM's online
platform.
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BGR agreement

means the agreement entered into with binding effect by
AGGM and the balance group representative in each case,
including any annexes.

Carry-forward account

means an account where any imbalances not yet corrected
are recorded for each balance group.

General
Data
Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the
Regulation or GDPR
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing
of personal data and on the free movement of such data
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC, OJ L 119, 4 May 2016.
E-Control

means Energie-Control Austria, the regulatory authority for
the Austrian electricity and gas markets.

E-Control-Gesetz

means the Austrian Federal Act on the Regulatory
Authority for Electricity and Natural Gas (Bundesgesetz
über die Regulierungsbehörde in der Elektrizitäts- und
Erdgaswirtschaft, E-Control-Gesetz), Federal Law Gazette I
no. 110/2010, as amended.

Gas day

means the period of time from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. CET
(summer/winter time) of each calendar day. Any reference
to a date means the calendar day on which the gas day
commences.

G-EnlD-VO

means the Austrian Gas Energy Intervention Data
Ordinance (Erdgas-Energielenkungsdaten-Verordnung, GEnlD-VO) 2017, Federal Law Gazette II no. 416/2016, as
amended.

GMMO-VO

means the Austrian Gas Market Model Ordinance (GasMarktmodell-Verordnung, GMMO-VO) 2012, Federal Law
Gazette II no. 171/2012, as amended.

GWG 2011

means the Austrian Natural Gas Act (Gaswirtschaftsgesetz,
GWG) 2011, Federal Law Gazette I no. 107/2011, as
amended.

Force majeure

means any event or any circumstance or a chain of events
and/or circumstances affecting the market area, the
occurrence of which was unforeseeable and outside the
control of the affected party, which could not have been
foreseen or averted even exercising due, customary and
reasonable care and diligence, and which is the reason why
the affected party cannot fulfil its obligations to the other
party or cannot fulfil them within the agreed time. The
foregoing shall apply specifically to war, riots, strikes or
lock-outs, natural disasters or fire, epidemics, government
measures or similar circumstances.

Entry/exit at IPs at market area means the entry/exit capacities at interconnection points
borders
to/from the distribution area.
Long position
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MAM-BGR agreement

means the agreements specified in the preamble (F) and
entered into with binding effect by the time these GTC
MAM-DAM-BGR East enter into force between the market
area manager and the respective balance group
representative, including their annexes as well as the
preamble and parts 1 and 2 of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR
East and their respective annexes.

Partner portal

is used as defined in Annex ./1, clause 2.

Terms and conditions of use of means the terms and conditions of use for the AGGM
the partner portal
partner portal according to Annex ./1.
Off-spec gas

is natural gas which does not comply with the respectively
applicable ÖVGW regulations or guidelines as specified in
Annex 2 no. 2 GMMO-VO.

Data disclosed

are any personal data disclosed to the receiving party by
the other party or third parties on the basis of this
agreement.

Parties

means AGGM and the balance group representative.

Personal data

are any and all data pursuant to Article 4 (1) GDPR

Short position

means that the total of exit capacities is higher than the
entry capacities.

SLP forecasts

are the current standardised load profile forecasts for each
supplier.

SoMa Gas

means that part of the market rules which are drawn up in
accordance with section 22 (1) no. 1 E-Control Act and
which apply by statutory order by way of the approved
general terms and conditions.

Sub-account

means an account to which capacities at an entry/exit point
may be assigned pursuant to Section 11 (7) GMMO-VO.
Balancing is performed by the market area manager only at
balance group level.

Subletting

is used as defined in Annex ./1, clause 6.2.1.

UGB

means
the
Austrian
Commercial
Code
(Unternehmensgesetzbuch, UGB), Federal Law Gazette I
no. 106/1997, as amended.

DAM-BGR agreement

means the agreements mentioned in the preamble (F) and
entered into with binding effect by the time these GTC
MAM-DAM-BGR East enter into force between the
distribution area manager and the respective balance
group representative, including their annexes as well as the
preamble and parts 1 and 3 of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR
East and their respective annexes.
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Virtual entry/exit point

means the sum of the physical entry or exit points of a
storage system operator or the sum of the physical entry
points of a producer of natural or biogenic gases (Pool).

Other contractual parties

means the companies which are contracting parties of the
balance group representative in agreements pursuant to
Section 19 (2 and 4) GMMO-VO.

Working day

is any day except Saturday, Sunday and public holidays in
Austria.

2.2

Unless otherwise expressly stipulated herein or otherwise required by the general context, the
GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East shall be subject to the following principles of interpretation:

2.2.1

Titles of sections or clauses and annexes or appendices are included for ease of reference only
and shall not affect interpretation of such provisions.

2.2.2

The singular shall automatically include the plural and vice versa.

2.2.3

References to one sex shall automatically include the other sex.

2.2.4

Reference to clauses, sections, sentences and annexes, and words such as "hereunder" or
“herein” or terms with a similar meaning shall be understood as references to these GTC for
AGGM MAM-DAM-BGR East.

2.2.5

References to acts of law or statutes, regulations or ordinances, market rules, rulings, decisions,
agreements or instruments and certificates shall also cover amended or modified versions of such
documents or versions superseding such documents.

2.2.6

The annexes shall form an integral part of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East. Annexes to BGR
agreements shall form an integral part of the relevant BGR agreement.

2.2.7

The rights and obligations of the market area manager and the balance group representative, on
the one hand, and the distribution area manager and the balance group representative, on the
other hand, arising from the statutory provisions, particularly the GWG 2011 and the GMMO-VO,
shall remain unchanged.

3.

Information requirements and data exchange

3.1

The balance group representative undertakes to provide and submit to AGGM all information and
data it requires to fulfil its statutory duties and obligations as market area manager and
distribution area manager.

3.2

The balance group representative shall carry out information and data transfers in accordance
with currently applicable standard practice, and in particular in accordance with chapters 2 and 3
SoMa Gas, unless expressly specified otherwise by these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East, in particular
in clauses 19 and 28.

3.3

The balance group representative is responsible for the completeness and accuracy of the data
and information it compiles and submits. If the balance group representative causes losses on the
part of AGGM due to incorrect data or delayed data transfer, or data not transmitted at all, the
balance group representative shall be liable as laid down in clause 6.

3.4

Regardless of their legal, taxation-related and commercial duties to keep or store data, the parties
undertake to store data for 3 (three) years as of the date at which they were transmitted, unless
otherwise stipulated in the applicable laws and regulations.
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3.5

In the event of technical malfunctions each party shall be obliged to inform the other party
immediately, and to take all commercially reasonable steps to restore compliance with the
agreement.

3.6

The parties shall be entitled to suspend the transmission and reception of data and information
in order to perform necessary work on the IT systems used to fulfil their responsibilities. Where
such work is predictable, the parties shall notify each other of it in a timely manner, and at least
48 (forty-eight) hours before its commencement.

4.

Confidentiality and data protection

4.1

The parties shall treat confidentially any data, information and any aggregates created therefrom
of which they obtain knowledge while carrying out their business activity and shall not disclose
any such information to third parties.

4.2

The obligation pursuant to clause 4.1 shall not apply

4.2.1

to data, information or aggregate data that are in the public domain or become otherwise
accessible or known to the public through no action or fault on the part of one of the parties.

4.2.2

where statutory provisions or orders issued by a public authority or a court require the disclosure
of the data, information or aggregate data. Disclosure shall be permitted in this case to the extent
required by the statutory provisions or orders issued by a public authority or a court.

4.2.3

where AGGM publishes such data, information or aggregate data, in particular as defined in
clauses 24.2.3.1 to 24.2.3.6, to the extent required by law on websites or platforms belonging to
AGGM.

4.2.4

where AGGM discloses such data, information, data or aggregates to the extent required by law
with those parties that require such data, information or aggregates for the purpose of meeting
their statutory responsibilities, in particular where such disclosure is provided for in the
GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East, the GWG 2011, the Energielenkungsgesetz (EnLG, Energy Intervention
Powers Act), the GMMO-VO, the Erdgas-Energielenkungsdaten-Verordnung (G-EnlD-VO, Austrian
Gas Energy Intervention Data Ordinance), the SoMa Gas or European Union legislation.

4.3

Release of one of the parties from the obligation set out in clause 4.1 shall require prior approval
by the other party. Such approval must always be in written form. The disclosure of data,
information or data aggregates shall be deemed approved, where

4.3.1

AGGM forwards the data, information or data aggregates for processing to service providers
commissioned by AGGM with the respective tasks in the particular case. Approval of disclosure in
such cases comprises the scope required by the service agreement in the particular case, and
AGGM shall be required to conclude with each service provider an agreement to ensure
confidentiality of such data, information and data aggregates.

4.3.2

AGGM discloses data, information or data aggregates pursuant to clauses 18.10 and 18.11.

4.3.3

AGGM passes on data, information or data aggregates to national and European regulatory
authorities and to national and European interest groups in the natural gas industry. In this case
the approval comprises disclosure exclusively for the purpose of analysing and assessing facts to
respond to issues of general interest of the Austrian, regional or European gas industry. Disclosure
of data, information and data aggregates for the purpose of pursuing commercial interests and
disclosure of data of natural persons shall be explicitly excluded from the scope of any approval.
AGGM shall guarantee the protection of the respective balance group representative’s
anonymity.
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4.4

National data protection legislation and the General Data Protection Regulation shall apply
without prejudice to other provisions of law. Each party shall ensure that they and any
subcontractors process any disclosed data only for the purpose of fulfilling this agreement. The
disclosing party hereby confirms that they are entitled to make personal data available to the
receiving party. Where in accordance with applicable data protection laws one party acts as the
other party’s processor as referred to in the GDPR, the parties shall reach a data processing
agreement that satisfies the requirements set out in Article 28 of the GDPR in order to ensure
compliance with statutory provisions on data processing. The above shall also apply where the
receiving party discloses personal data to processors based on this agreement.
For as long as this agreement remains in effect and during any further statutory retention periods,
the receiving party shall be obliged when processing disclosed data to follow suitable technical
and organisational procedures to ensure appropriate security of the disclosed data, including
protection from unauthorised or unlawful processing and from accidental loss, destruction or
damage.
The receiving party is not entitled to transfer personal data to a subcontractor established in a
third country outside the European Economic Area (EEA) or to allow such a subcontractor to
process such data, without first obtaining assurance that the subcontractor has previously
consented to standard data protection clauses approved by the European Commission.
All obligations under this clause 4.4 shall remain in effect even after termination of the BGR
agreement.

5.

Force majeure

5.1

If any contractual obligation cannot be fully or partially met or cannot be met in a timely or proper
manner due to an event of force majeure, the party affected shall be released from the relevant
obligation for the time and to the extent that such force majeure prevents it from performing its
obligations. The other party shall be released from its own corresponding contractual obligation
for the same period of time and to the same extent as the party affected by force majeure is
released from performing its obligations.

5.2

The inability of the balance group representative to pay the fee referred to in clause 20 shall not
be regarded as a circumstance of force majeure at any time.

5.3

The affected party shall notify the other party without delay of the reason as well as the start and
expected, and actual, end of the impact of the circumstances preventing it from meeting its
obligation.

5.4

The affected party shall inform the other party at regular and short intervals, commensurate with
the impacts of the force majeure event, about the state of the circumstances constituting force
majeure and on the progress of activities taken to remedy such circumstances.

5.5

The affected party shall, without delay, take any and all technically and commercially reasonable
steps to keep the consequences of the force majeure event to a minimum, to restore the proper
state of affairs and to become able to resume performance of its obligations under the GTC MAMDAM-BGR East.

5.6

If a party uses services provided by third parties in order to fulfil its contractual obligations, an
event which would constitute an event of force majeure pursuant to clause 5 of these GTC for
such a third party shall also be deemed force majeure in favour of this party.

5.7

If an event of force majeure lasts more than 6 (six) months, the parties shall endeavour to adjust
the contractual relationship accordingly.
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6.

Liability

6.1

Each party shall be liable exclusively for the fulfilment of the obligations arising from the GTC
MAM-DAM-BGR East, unless expressly otherwise specified in these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.
Each party shall be liable towards the other party as set forth in the general requirements of law
governing compensation. In cases where such law refers to liability due to fault, except for
personal injury and claims as stipulated in section 33 (6) GWG 2011, the party shall only be liable
in cases of wilful intent and gross negligence.

6.2

In the event of liability of the parties for consequential loss or damage, lost profit and indirect loss
shall be excluded to the full extent permitted by law. Each of the party’s liability shall be limited
to EUR 200,000 for all loss and damage within one calendar year. This limit of liability shall not
apply in those cases in which the balance group representative is obliged to indemnify AGGM.

6.3

The balance group representative shall in any case be liable to AGGM for the actions of all of its
balance group members.

6.4

The balance group representative shall indemnify and hold AGGM harmless with respect to any
and all claims asserted by third parties against AGGM based on actions for which the balance
group representative and/or its balance group members is/are responsible.

6.5

Where these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East include provisions regulating the relationship among
market participants rather than the relationship between the balance group representative and
AGGM in its role as market area manager and/or distribution area manager, this shall affect the
contractual relationship only insofar as said Agreement is based on the assumption that suitable
arrangements or agreements between these market participants exist and are being complied
with. Any liability on the part of AGGM resulting from such provisions, including, without
limitation, those regarding the validity of the arrangements or agreements between the market
participants, shall in any case be excluded.

6.6

The balance group representative shall be responsible for fulfilling its contractual obligations visà-vis the respective other contracting parties and for compliance with the market rules, including
the SoMa Gas, and shall indemnify AGGM in this respect. This shall include operative obligations
concerning formats, data exchange, communication paths and security standards.

6.7

Unless otherwise stipulated in the applicable laws and regulations, AGGM shall not be liable for
loss or damage arising in connection with the transfer or unchanged forwarding of data and
information or calculations and/or data derived therefrom or which otherwise result from their
use, if such loss or damage is caused by inaccuracies or incompleteness, or failure to provide data
or to provide them in a timely manner on behalf of the BGR or third parties. Any claims of the
balance group representative must be directly asserted against the third party concerned.

7.

Early cancellation of the BGR agreement

7.1

Without prejudice to the early cancellation for a good cause pursuant to clause 7.3 and
termination pursuant to clause 10.4, the parties agree to mutually waive their right of termination
by notice.

7.2

If the parties mutually agree to cancel the BGR agreement, the cancellation of the BGR agreement
shall take effect at the end of the stipulated gas day.

7.3

Each of the parties shall be entitled to terminate the agreement early in writing, by registered
letter, provided that there is good cause that makes it unacceptable to continue meeting the
contractual rights and obligations.
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7.4

Good cause within the meaning of clause 7.3 shall be deemed to exist, for example, if at least one
of the following conditions is fulfilled:

7.4.1

Material change in the provisions of applicable law, with the effect that it becomes unacceptable
for the cancelling party to continue complying with the provisions of the BGR agreement and/or
the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.

7.4.2

Major breach of substantial obligations under the BGR agreement and/or the GTC MAM-DAMBGR East by the respective other party, such other party failing to cease such breach in spite of
having been cautioned and given warning of early cancellation as well as a period of grace of 2
(two) weeks, with the effect that it becomes unacceptable for the cancelling party to continue
complying with the provisions of the BGR agreement and/or the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.

7.4.3

Institution of insolvency proceedings over the assets of one of the parties or legally effective
denial of the institution of insolvency proceedings on grounds of insufficient assets. Rejection of
the respective other party’s filing for the institution of insolvency proceedings on grounds of
insufficient assets to cover the costs.

7.4.4

One of the major prerequisites for one of the parties fulfilling its obligations under the BGR
agreement and/or the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East ceases to exist, without the fault for such event
being attributable to the cancelling party.

7.5

In addition, good cause within the meaning of clause 7.3 shall be deemed to exist for AGGM,
where

7.5.1

a contractual relationship of the BGR candidate or the balance group representative required for
exercising the role of balance group representative pursuant to clause 15.2 or clause 15.3 has
been cancelled, or

7.5.2

no application for obtaining approval pursuant to section 93 GWG 2011 has been filed because
the necessary prerequisites have not been met.

7.6

Cancellation for good cause shall take effect based on the date the notice of termination is
received at the respective other party’s registered office pursuant to clause 7.3.

7.7

AGGM shall be entitled to inform the regulatory authority, the balance group coordinator, the
operator of the virtual trading point, the exchange operating company, the storage system
operators, the producers, the system operators and the biogas producers of the early cancellation
of the BGR agreement.

7.8

AGGM shall not be liable for any loss caused to the balance group representative or third parties
as a result of the justified cancellation of the BGR agreement.

7.9

No rights and duties of the parties arising from the valid agreement shall be affected by the
cancellation of the BGR agreement.

8.

Legal succession

8.1

The parties shall be entitled to transfer the contractual rights and obligations, including those
arising from these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East, to legal successors, provided that any such legal
successor meets the prerequisites for the related activity under applicable law and market rules,
including the SoMa Gas.

8.2

The parties undertake to transfer any and all rights and obligations as well as tasks arising from
the BGR agreement and these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East and the agreement to their legal
successors, if any, provided that such legal successor meets the prerequisites for performing the
related activity under applicable law and market rules, including the SoMa Gas.
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8.3

The transferor shall only be released from the obligations and tasks incumbent upon it when the
legal successor has acceded, in a legally binding manner, to the obligations vis-à-vis the other
party.

8.4

The transferor shall inform the other party in writing about the legal succession. The legal
succession shall not take effect vis-à-vis the other party before receipt of such notification in
writing.

9.

Choice of law, responsibilities, place of jurisdiction

9.1

The contractual relationship between the parties shall be governed exclusively by Austrian law,
to the exclusion of the conflict-of-law provisions of international private law contained in Austrian
law as well as of the UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods.

9.2

The parties may submit disputes or complaints to the regulatory authority. Disputes shall be
arbitrated by the regulatory authority in accordance with the stipulations of section 26 E-Control
Act. Recourse to any other legal remedies shall remain unaffected thereby.

9.3

The above-mentioned provisions shall in no way affect the jurisdiction of the competent courts of
law. The place of jurisdiction shall be the court with subject-matter competence at the place of
the registered office of AGGM.

10.

Amendments to the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East

10.1

Should the regulatory authority approve a version of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East amended with
respect to the version applicable at the time the BGR agreement was concluded, AGGM shall
notify the balance group representatives of such fact without delay and make the amended
version of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East available to the balance group representatives in a
suitable manner; publication on the internet shall be deemed adequate.

10.2

Unless the balance group representative objects to the application of the amended GTC MAMDAM-BGR East in writing within 4 (four) weeks of publication in accordance with clause 10.1, the
BGR agreement shall be subject to the amended GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East. Silence or inaction on
the part of the balance group representative shall be deemed to constitute consent. The relevant
date for constituting timely receipt of any written objection shall be the date such objection is
received at the registered office of AGGM.

10.3

If the balance group representative does not make use of its right of objection pursuant to
clause 10.2 or if such objection is submitted in an inappropriate manner, in particular as regards
temporal and formal aspects, the amended GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East shall take effect on the first
day of the month following the expiry of the objection period.

10.4

In the event of an objection, AGGM shall be entitled to terminate the BGR agreement by giving
one month's notice in writing. AGGM shall, explicitly and in writing, draw the balance group
representative’s attention to AGGM’s right of termination in the event of an objection. No rights
and duties of the parties arising from the valid agreement shall be affected by the termination of
the BGR agreement.

11.

Miscellaneous

11.1

The legal relationship between the parties shall be governed in particular by the Gas Market Code
(or SoMa), as published and amended by E-Control.
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11.2

The parties shall inform each other of any pending insolvency application and of the receipt by
the court of any application to institute insolvency proceedings over their own assets.

11.3

The balance group representative shall be entitled to offset liabilities solely against claims that
have been accepted by AGGM or imposed by the court.

11.4

The balance group representative acknowledges that calls made to the AGGM dispatching centre
will be recorded.

11.5

The conclusion of the BGR contract as well as amendments or supplements concerning the
contractual relationship between the parties require the handwritten signature or the signature
by simple electronic signature using an electronic signature system provided by AGGM
(hereinafter "electronic signature system") to be effective. This provision shall also apply to a
waiver of the formal requirement laid down in sentence 1. Declarations by e-mail which are not
part of the process of the simple electronic signature using the electronic signature system in
accordance with sentence 1 do not satisfy the formal requirement laid down in sentence 1. The
Parties agree that the method of signing using the electronic signature system as set forth in
sentence 1 shall have the same evidentiary value for the intention of the Parties to be legally
bound by amendments or additions as if the amendments or additions had been signed by the
handwritten signature of each Party. Furthermore, the formal requirement of sentence 1 shall not
apply to amendments pursuant to Article 12. Any changes and amendments affecting the
contractual relationship between the parties shall have to be made in writing to be legally
effective, unless the BGR agreement or these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East expressly provide another
form. Any departure from this requirement of written form shall also be made in writing.

11.6

All communications or other notifications required between the parties due to AB AGGM platform
use must be made in writing, unless expressly regulated otherwise in the SoMa Gas, or AB AGGM
platform use, and must be sent by post, personally, by messenger, fax or as a scanned signed
attachment of an e-mail to the respective party.

11.7

Should individual provisions of the BGR agreement and/or the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East and/or
any of their supplements, if existing, be or become void or ineffective, the validity of the remaining
provisions shall remain unaffected. The parties undertake to replace any provision that is or has
become void or ineffective with an effective provision that comes as close as possible to both
parties’ original intent in legal, commercial and technical terms. This shall also apply to any
circumstances not considered herein.

11.8

Any costs arising in connection with drawing up the BGR agreement, including, without limitation,
the costs of their own legal representation, shall be borne in full by each of the parties.

11.9

The official language of business shall be German.

11.10

The German version of the BGR agreement and the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East shall be binding.
The English translation shall not be binding and is provided solely for information purposes. AGGM
accepts no liability for any variations in content or errors of translation.

11.11

Each party receives a copy of the BGR contract.

11.12

The valid GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East are provided on the website of AGGM.

11.13

If any provisions of the BGR agreement derogate from or conflict with the GTC DAM-MAM BGR
East, the provisions of the GTC DAM-MAM BGR East shall always take precedence over the
respective provisions of the BGR agreement. If any provisions of the GTC DAM-MAM BGR East
derogate from or conflict with the annexes to the GTC, the corresponding provisions of the
annexes shall take precedence.
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12.

MAM-BGR Agreements and DAM-BGR Agreements

12.1

The provisions of the preamble and parts 1 and 2 of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East shall constitute
an integral component of the MAM-BGR Agreement and shall apply accordingly. If the preamble
and parts 1 and 2 of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East refer to BGR agreements, the MAM-BGR
Agreement shall be deemed a BGR agreement, with the exception of preamble (E) and clause
12.3.

12.2

The provisions of the preamble and parts 1 and 3 of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East shall constitute
an integral component of the DAM-BGR agreement and shall apply accordingly. If the preamble
and parts 1 and 3 of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East refer to BGR agreements, the DAM-BGR
agreement shall be deemed a BGR agreement, with the exception of preamble (E) and clause 12.3.

12.3

If the balance group representative who only has a MAM-BGR Agreement expands its activities in
the transmission system area for the purpose of using storage facilities in the distribution area
and/or supply to consumers and/or entry of capacities from biogas facilities and/or entry/exit at
IPs at market area borders in the distribution area, the balance group representative shall
conclude a BGR agreement with AGGM pursuant to clause 15 and simultaneously repeal its MAMBGR Agreement in writing.

13.

Entry into force
These GTC MAM-DAM BGR East shall enter into force as of 1 April 2020, at 6:00 am and shall fully
and entirely replace any previous GTC DAM-BGR East and GTC MAM-BGR.
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Part 2

Special provisions governing the legal relationship between the market area manager and the
balance group representative

14.

Scope of application und subject matter

14.1

Parts 1 and 2 of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East are designed to regulate the legal relationship
between AGGM in its role as market area manager and the balance group representative and lay
down the provisions for concluding, handling and settling balance group contracts in the Eastern
market area, including the requirements for setting up balance groups and their administration.

14.2.

The GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East in particular also lay down:

14.2.1

provisions governing the conclusion of the contracts required for balance group representatives
pursuant to provisions of the GMMO-VO,

14.2.2

rights of the balance group representatives on the basis of the contracts to be concluded,

14.2.3

provision governing balancing and data provision,

14.2.4

rights of AGGM and any related declaratons of consent of the balance group representatives,

14.2.5

provisions governing the suspension of services in case of non-compliance on the part of the
balance group representative, and

14.2.6

other rights and obligations of the parties.

15.

Identification numbers and conclusion of contracts on the AGGM platform

15.1

AGGM has the responsibility of structuring the balance group system and of assigning a unique
identification number to each balance group representative and each balance group or subaccount. Pursuant to the provisions of the GTC for AGGM Platform Use, identification numbers
which are to be used by the balance group representative are assigned.

15.2

In case of activities in the transmission system area and in the distribution area excluding supply
to consumers, without biogas entry points, and without entry/exit capacities to or from the
distribution area at cross-border interconnection points (entry/exit at IPs at market area borders)
(“transmission system area and distribution area” or “TS+DA”), the balance group representative
shall conclude the following agreements:

15.2.1

the BGR agreement with AGGM and

15.2.2

the agreement, concluded by AGGM on behalf of and on the account of the operator of the virtual
trading point, between the latter and the balance group representative, based on the approved
general terms and conditions pursuant to section 31 (3) of the GWG 2011. After the balance group
representative and the operator of the virtual trading point have entered into the agreement, the
balance group representative shall take all necessary steps for balancing through the natural gas
exchange at the virtual trading point and/or those steps which are listed in the general terms and
conditions of the operator of the virtual trading point.

15.3

In case of activities in the transmission system area and in the distribution areaincluding supply
to consumers and/or biogas entry points and/or entry/exit capacities to or from the distribution
area at cross-border interconnection points (entry/exit at IPs at market area borders)
(“transmission system area and distribution area and supply to consumers and/or biogas injection
and/or entry/exit at IPs at market area borders” or “TS+DA+SC/Bio”), the balance group
representative shall conclude the following agreements:

15.3.1.

the agreements pursuant to clause 15.2.1 and clause 15.2.2, as well as
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15.3.2

the agreement, concluded by AGGM on behalf of and on the account of the balance group
coordinator, between the latter and the balance group representative, based on the approved
general terms and conditions pursuant to section 88 of the GWG 2011.

15.4

The balance group representative expressly accepts that the further processing of the initiated
process shall be carried out in line with the GTC for AGGM Platform Use until the binding offer
has been submitted to the balance group representative or until the agreement has been
concluded with AGGM, with the GTC for AGGM Platform Use constituting an integral part of Parts
1 and 2 of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.

15.5

If a balance group representative extends its TS+DA activities as defined in clause 15.2 to cover
the role of TS+DA+SC/Bio as defined in clause 15.3, it shall provide the respective information via
the AGGM platform. An additional agreement pursuant to 15.3.2 shall be concluded in compliance
with the GTC for AGGM Platform Use. Upon approval by the regulatory authority of the extended
role of the balance group representative, AGGM shall activate the account of the balance group
representative with this new activity on the AGGM platform pursuant to clause 4.6 of the GTC for
AGGM Platform Use.

15.6

If a balance group representative reduces its TS+DA+SC/Bio activities as defined in clause 15.3 to
cover the role of TS+DA as defined in clause 15.2, it shall provide the respective information via
the AGGM platform. The balance group representative shall have valid agreements pursuant to
clauses 15.2.1 and 15.2.2. The provisions of the GTC for AGGM Platform Use shall apply.

16.

Rights of the balance group representative and direct balance group members

16.1

Subject to compliance with the legal obligations of the balance group representative arising from
the BGR agreement and the effective approval and the effective continuation of the approval
granted pursuant to section 93 f. GWG 2011, the BGR agreement shall confer the following rights:

16.1.1

on the basis of the contractual relationship with AGGM and the operator of the virtual trading
point and the related approval for the role of TS+DA in accordance with clause 1.7 of the GTC for
AGGM Platform Use,

16.1.1.1

the right of the balance group representative and/or the balance group members to assign entry
and exit capacities to balance groups and/or sub-accounts vis-a-vis transmission system operators
in compliance with the corresponding rights and obligations arising from the agreements of the
respective transmission system operator,

16.1.1.2

the right of the balance group representative to submit nominations within the scope of the entry
and exit capacities at entry and exit points assigned to its balance groups and/or sub-accounts to
transmission system operators as stipulated in these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East and the
corresponding rights and obligations arising from the agreement of the party that has entered the
capacity into the balance group with the respective transmission system operator,

16.1.1.3

the right of the balance group representative to submit trade nominations to the operator of the
virtual trading point as stipulated in these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East and the corresponding rights
and obligations arising from the general terms and conditions of the operator of the virtual trading
point, and

16.1.1.4

the right of the balance group representative, where it manages several balance groups, to
designate in a binding way one of these balance groups as a physical settlement account for
settling stock exchange transactions in the framework of proprietary trading vis-a-vis the gas
exchange at the virtual trading point; for stock exchange transactions resulting from AGGM’s
settlement of daily imbalances, the amounts traded are assigned directly to the respective
balance groups.
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16.1.1.5

the right of the balance group representative to submit schedules to storage and production
companies in line with the corresponding rights and obligations arising from the agreements with
the respective storage and production companies.

16.1.2

based on the additional contractual relationship with the balance group coordinator and the
related approval for the role of TS+DA+SC/Bio in accordance with clause 1.8 of the GTC for AGGM
Platform Use,

16.1.2.1

the right of the balance group representative to send consumer schedules pursuant to section 18
paras. 5, 6 and 7 GMMO-VO to AGGM as stipulated in these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East, and

16.1.2.2

the right of the balance group representative to submit schedules for entry/exit at IPs at market
area borders and entries from biogas facilities to AGGM as stipulated in these GTC MAM-DAMBGR East.

16.2

At transmission system level, capacities for entry and exit points to/from storage and production
facilities shall not be assigned to balance groups. Provided that the balance group representative
has valid agreements pursuant to clause 16.1.1, a storage system operator or a producer shall be
entitled to allocate, on behalf of the balance group representative, entry and exit capacities or
production volumes to balance groups vis-a-vis AGGM, so that these capacities are taken into
account by AGGM in its balancing.

16.3

AGGM shall support the balance group representative by providing information and coordinate
testing of mutual data exchange with the other contracting parties involved. The balance group
representative is obliged to carry out the communications test in due time to ensure that there
are at least 3 (three) business days between the test and the start of operations. This three-day
period shall also apply to the activation of balance groups are set up retrospectively by the balance
group representative.

17.

Suspension of services

17.1

If the balance group representative does not fulfil its contractual obligations as stipulated in the
BGR agreement vis-à-vis the other contracting parties, the latter shall be entitled to - without
prejudice to their other contractual rights and obligations - directly inform AGGM of this noncompliance. Where this is the case and in case of any violation of the present BGR agreement,
AGGM shall have the right to pass on the information to all parties concerned, i.e. the transmission
system operator, the balance group coordinator, the storage system operators, the producers,
the operators of the virtual trading point and the exchange operating company as well as EControl. The balance group representative shall be immediately informed of the disclosure of the
information.

17.2

If E-Control revokes or restricts the licence based on the information as specified in clause 17.1,
the new approval status shall be indicated on the AGGM platform.

17.3

If contractual consequences arising from agreements with other contracting parties make it
impossible to for AGGM to fulfil its balancing tasks as defined in Part 6 (balance group system) of
the GWG 2011, in particular balancing pursuant to section 26 para. 4 GMMO-VO, or if material
duties arising from the BGR agreement between the balance group representative and AGGM are
violated, AGGM shall be entitled, at its discretion, to instruct transmission system operators
and/or the operator of the virtual trading point to restrict the balance group allocations of the
balance group representative irrespective of existing contractual rights or to implement the
respective restrictions itself in order to achieve a balanced nomination of the balance groups of
the balance group representative.
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17.4

Objections to any notification of failure to meet the requirements shall be addressed directly to
the respective other contracting party.

17.5

Any liability of AGGM for the consequences resulting from clauses 17.1 to 17.4 shall be excluded,
any claims shall be directly asserted against the respective other contracting party.

18.

Balancing in the market area

18.1

The balance group representative shall ensure that balanced nominations and/or schedule
messages are submitted for the market area.

18.2

AGGM shall carry out the balancing for the market area pursuant to section 26 GMMO-VO.

18.3

The balance group representative expressly agrees that AGGM has the right to use those allocated
nominations and/or schedules for balancing which are submitted by the transmission system
operators, the storage system operators, the producers and the balance group representative,
taking into account the balance of trading activities at the virtual trading point (exchange and offexchange trading ) as submitted to AGGM by the operator of the virtual trading point for each
balance group.

18.4

The daily imbalance for each balance group results from the balance of

18.4.1

the allocated nominations for entry and exit points of the market area in the transmission
network,

18.4.2

the schedule messages for entry/exit at IPs at market area borders, including storage, production
and biogas entries,

18.4.3

the net trade volumes at the virtual trading point, including any supply instructions from the
natural gas exchange,

18.4.4

the submitted consumer schedules and the sum of submitted schedules of large consumers, and

18.4.5

the carry-forward account.

18.5

Pursuant to section 26 para. 4 GMMO-VO, the balance group representative expressly allows
AGGM to settle imbalances occurring over the day on its behalf and on its account by purchasing
or selling the corresponding amounts at the natural gas exchange at the virtual trading point and
undertakes to establish the necessary conditions and maintain them at all times. AGGM shall
settle these imbalances via the natural gas exchange when the imbalance for the day reaches >24
MWh per balance group at a point in time determined by AGGM.

18.5.1

In general, the first balancing may already be carried out before the following gas day (day-ahead)
in the auction at 3:00 am and during the gas day (intra-day), however at least four hours after
occurrence of an inadmissible imbalance. The auction at 1:00 am of the gas day constitutes the
last opportunity for an intra-day settlement.

18.5.2

AGGM is entitled to prolong the term for the settlement of balancing for the following gas day
(day-ahead) to 6:00 am in case the BGR sends an e-mail confirming the balancing of the daily
imbalance themselves. However, in case this former confirmations are not met, AGGM can any
time after informing the BGR settle the imbalances in the auction at 3:00 am.

18.5.3

AGGM is entitled to extend the respond time according to article 18.5.1 in case the balancing
action is not feasible due to for example planned or unplanned maintenance of IT-systems or the
suspension of trade at the exchange.

18.5.4

AGGM shall be entitled to limit the buy and sell orders within a range of +/- 20% of the reference
price published by the operator of the virtual trading point, based on day-ahead and weekend
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contracts traded at the exchange and if applicable considering the price development of current
within-day-products. In order to be able to maintain an effective settlement of daily imbalances
via the natural gas exchange, AGGM shall be entitled to extend the above mentioned range if the
prevailing market conditions so require. If an imbalance cannot be settled this way at the first
attempt (for lack of liquidity at the exchange, for example), AGGM shall be entitled to suspend
buy and sell orders on behalf and on account of the balance group representative via the natural
gas exchange at the virtual trading point for the time need to balance the respective volumes. If
imbalances cannot be settled in this way and network stability is at risk, the provisions of clause
18.8 and clause 18.9 shall apply. The imbalance of the respective balance group not settled by the
end of the gas day shall be carried over to the carry-forward account and taken into account when
determining the next daily imbalance. The detailed schedule is illustrated in Annex ./3.
18.6

The physical net balance resulting from proprietary trading at the natural gas exchange of the
balance group representative or one of its balance group members registered at the natural gas
exchange shall be allocated to a balance group as defined in clause 16.1.1 or otherwise nominated
by and assigned to the balance group representative. By way of nominations/renominations, the
balance group representative shall ensure that imbalances are settled in all of its balance groups
for all physical net volumes resulting from its exchange trading and the exchange trading of its
balance group members registered at the natural gas exchange. The exchange trading activities
carried out by AGGM on behalf and on the account of the balance group representative for
balancing its balance groups shall be allocated to the account of the respective balance group
representative at the clearing house and nominated in the course of physical settlement.

18.7

The balance group representative is obliged to pay balancing incentive markups pursuant to
section 26 para. 6 GMMO-VO for hourly deviations of the allocated entry and exit capacities per
balance group within the meaning of clause 20. The allocated entry and exit capacities shall
include the volumes called off in accordance with clause 18.5 at the virtual trading point by AGGM
on behalf and on the account of the balance group representative.

18.8

If the required physical balancing energy is not available to reduce the hourly imbalance of the
market area to the amount of the available linepack, network stability is at risk according to the
definition in section 26 para. 7 GMMO-VO. If nominated amounts are ordered to be changed as
provided for in section 26 para. 7 GMMO-VO, AGGM shall, at its discretion, instruct transmission
system operators, storage system operators and/or the operator of the virtual trading point to
implement restrictions, irrespective of existing contractual rights, or implement restrictions itself.

18.9

Balance groups to be restricted shall generally be identified based on the hourly imbalance of the
individual balance groups existing at the time when restriction becomes necessary. The volume is
restricted according to a ranking, starting with the balance group the imbalance of which
contributes most to the network imbalance; as required, additional restrictions may be
implemented for other balance groups until network stability is no longer at risk. The restrictions
shall be implemented in such a way that the imbalance of any of the restricted balance groups is
no smaller than the imbalance of any balance groups that are not restricted.

18.10

For market area balancing, AGGM shall publish the following information on its website or on the
AGGM platform:

18.10.1

the number of called-off balance groups;

18.10.2

the number of call-offs;

18.10.3

the total quantity called-off;

18.10.4

the accumulated total of daily imbalances.
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18.11

For market area structuring, AGGM shall publish the following information on its website or on
the AGGM platform:

18.11.1

the balancing incentive markups;

18.11.2

the total of balancing incentive markups;

18.11.3

the number of balance groups liable to balancing incentive markups.

19.

Supplementary provisions on the information exchange/on the exchange of information
between balance group representatives and the market area manager

19.1

Referring to the obligation specified in clause 3.1, the balance group representative is in particular
obliged to provide AGGM with the following information and data:

19.1.1

any and all master data and changes as defined in Annex I to the BGR agreement, and

19.1.2

data pursuant to the SoMa Gas.

19.2

Referring to the obligation specified in clause 3.1, AGGM is in particular obliged to provide the
respective balance group representative with the following information and data:

19.2.1

data set forth in section 25 para. 3 no. 2 GMMO-VO and SoMa Gas, and

19.2.2

information on the documentation of charged balancing incentive markups within 5 (five) working
days after the end of the month.

20.

Balancing energy charge and other charges

20.1

If a short position of a balance group on a given gas day amounts to a maximum of 400,000 kWh
in one hour and the hourly market area imbalance for the Eastern market area in this hour is less
than 0 kWh, a balancing incentive markup shall be charged per balance group for this hourly
volume. If a short position of a balance group on a given gas day amounts to more than 400,000
kWh in one hour and the hourly market area imbalance for the Eastern market area in this hour
is less than 0 kWh, a balancing incentive markup shall be charged per balance group for this hourly
volume as well. The amount of the respective balancing incentive markups is available from the
AGGM website at http://www.aggm.at/netzinformation/berichte/bilanzierungsbericht.

20.2

Balancing incentive markups shall be charged per balance group and hour. The amount provided
in the corresponding bracket for the respective short position shall be applied. Long positions shall
be exempted from balancing incentive markups. If an accumulated long position is balanced, thus
resulting in a short position for one or several hours, such balancing action shall be excluded from
the calculation of the balancing incentive markup as long as there is an accumulated long position.

20.3

If the total of balancing incentive markups per balance group and month amounts to less than
EUR 500 ( five hundred), this amount shall not be charged nor carried over to subsequent months.

20.4

An annual recalculation of the balancing incentive markup shall be submitted by AGGM to the
regulatory authority and published.

20.5

The volume-based settlement basis for the balancing incentive markup comprises the hourly
deviations pursuant to clause 18.7; the amount of the balancing incentive markup shall be
determined as specified in clauses 20.1 to 20.3.

20.6

If, due to a suspension of services, blocking or cancellation of the BGR agreement pursuant to
clauses 7.2, 7.3 or 10.4, the carry-forward account of the balance group representative cannot be
balanced in due time, the imbalance remaining on the carry-forward account shall be settled by
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AGGM by credit or settle the corresponding volumes at the reference price of the VTP of the last
day of BGR-activity in the market AGGM settles the imbalance by buying or selling the
corresponding volumes at the natural gas exchange at the VTP. The costs or profits of this
settlement are added/subtracted to the sum of the incentive mark-up.

21.

Invoicing

21.1

The balancing incentive markup shall be charged monthly, within 5 (five) working days after the
end of the month in question. AGGM shall issue the invoice to the balance group representative
electronically no later than the fifth working day after the end of the month in question.

21.2

Value added tax at the current rate and any other (future) tax or charge that becomes payable
due to or in connection with the BGR agreement shall be invoiced by AGGM in addition to the
charges specified in clause 20 and in accordance with the provisions of this clause. Applicability of
VAT is governed by the type of service in each case Proof of entrepreneurial capacity shall be
provided to AGGM by submitting a VAT identification number and/or a certificate of registration
as an entrepreneur.

22.

Payment, default of payment and reminders

22.1

The balance group representative shall remit the amount of the invoice issued by AGGM including
any bank fees incurred to the account specified by AGGM in Annex I of the BGR agreement in due
time to enable crediting to the account by the fifteenth calendar day of the month after the month
in question (due date). If AGGM fails to present an invoice on time, the due date shall be
postponed by the corresponding number of days.

22.2

If the due date is not a working day, the due date shall be the next working day.

22.3

Any objections raised by the balance group representative against invoices shall not entitle the
balance group representative to postpone or refuse payment. If upon examination by AGGM the
invoice is determined to be incorrect, the balance group representative shall be entitled to charge
interest for the partial amount already transmitted of the invoice determined to be incorrect.
Interest shall be calculated on the basis of an annual interest rate equal to the statutory interest
rate pursuant to section 456 UGB (calculation method: calendar month/360). Repayment
modalities (credit note or reduction of invoiced amount) of any partial amounts remitted in excess
of the required amount and the related interest applicable shall be agreed by the two parties on
a case-by-case basis.

22.4

The invoice shall be deemed acknowledged by the balance group representative if no complaint
is filed within 3 (three) months of the due date.

22.5

In the event of a default of payment by the balance group representative, interest on default shall
be charged from the day following the due date and until and including the day when the amount
is credited to AGGM's account. Interest shall be calculated on the basis of an annual interest rate
equal to the statutory interest rate pursuant to section 456 UGB (calculation method: calendar
month/360). AGGM shall be entitled to charge a lump sum pursuant to section 458 UGB for any
expense incurred for reminders. The balance group representative shall reimburse AGGM for any
actual expenses exceeding said lump sum and incurred for reminders, resubmissions and any
other steps necessary for suitable legal action.

22.6

Without prejudice to the provisions of clause 22.5, in the event of a default of payment, AGGM
shall be obliged to notify the balance group representative of this fact and grant the balance group
representative a further ten-day period (10 calendar days) following written notification to remit
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payment. In the event of a further default of payment after those 10 (ten) calendar days, AGGM
shall be entitled to cancel the BGR agreement with immediate effect. AGGM shall have the right
to pass on the information to the transmission system operator, the balance group coordinator,
the storage system operators, the producers, the operators of the virtual trading point and the
exchange operating company. Additional claims for damages and recourse to any other legal
remedies shall remain unaffected thereby.
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Part 3

Special provisions regarding the legal relationship between the distribution area manager and
the balance group representative

23.

Scope of application und subject matter

23.1

Parts 1 and 3 of these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East are designed to regulate the legal relationship
between AGGM in its role as distribution area manager and the balance group representative and
lay down the provisions for handling natural gas transports within the distribution area of the
Eastern market area in a manner that prevents discrimination, abusive practices and unjustified
restrictions and does not endanger security of supply.

24.

Network access and capacity management in the distribution area

24.1

General obligations

24.1.1

With regard to network access and capacity management, the parties undertake, in particular, to
comply with the procedures established by the GMMO-VO enacted under section 41 GWG 2011;
the parties also undertake to comply with the detailed and/or separate arrangements established
by these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.

24.1.2

The balance group representative shall ensure that entry and exit capacities at cross-border
interconnection points in the distribution area, booked by balance group members via the
AGGM’s partner portal, are allocated to a balance group assigned to the balance group
representative. Allocation to a balance group is carried out via the partner portal of AGGM.
AGGM’s partner portal can be accessed at the AGGM website.

24.2

Capacity management principles of the distribution area manager

24.2.1

Ongoing management of capacities

24.2.1.1

Booking of capacities at entry and exit points into or out of the distribution area at storage
facilities and natural and biogenic gas production facilities shall be carried out by the operators of
such facilities.

24.2.1.2

Capacity booking at cross-border interconnection points shall be carried out by system users.

24.2.1.3

Entry and exit capacities at the cross-border interconnection points in the distribution area shall
be marketed via AGGM’s partner portal on a "first come first served" basis. Standard and
interruptible capacities shall be marketed at each cross-border interconnection point.

24.2.1.4

The products and capacity available at given entry/exit points are posted inter alia on AGGM's
partner portal. System users must have accepted the user agreement for the partner portal in
accordance with Annex ./1 in order to be able to book capacities.

24.2.1.5

An injection or withdrawal contract between the system user and the distribution system
operator shall be formed at the entry/exit point at which capacity has been booked.

24.2.2

Foreseeable capacity restrictions

24.2.2.1

When performing its duties, AGGM shall coordinate planned interruptions or restrictions of
services or shutdowns of pipelines, storage facilities or production systems which may affect the
fulfilment of schedules and nominations at entry or exit points and/or consumer schedules with
the system operators, storage system operators and operators of storage facilities, producers and
balance group representatives.

24.2.2.2

In the event of foreseeable capacity restrictions at an entry or exit point, in particular owing to
such planned interruptions, restrictions of services or shutdowns of pipelines, storage facilities or
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production systems, with the effect that the restricted available technical capacity is lower than
the standard capacity allocated, the capacity allocations shall be adjusted so that the resulting
standard capacity is brought into line with the restricted available technical entry or exit capacity.
In this connection, attention shall be paid to the following:
24.2.2.2.1 Entry/exit points at the distribution area's cross-border interconnection points: pro rata
restriction of the standard capacity allocated to balance groups until aggregate standard capacity
allocations match the restricted available technical entry or exit capacity. AGGM shall inform the
balance group representative of the extent of the capacity restriction per balance group.
24.2.2.2.2 Entry/exit points of storage system operators and entry points of producers of natural and
biogenic gas: AGGM shall inform the storage system operators, operators of storage facilities, the
producers of natural and biogenic gas of the reduction in standard capacity at each storage or
production facility. The balance group representative shall be responsible for ensuring that the
storage system operator or producer of natural or biogenic gas informs it of the extent of the
reduction in capacity per balance group.
24.2.3

Publications
In line with its obligation to publish capacity utilisation levels in the systems pursuant to section
18 (1) no. 19 GWG 2011, AGGM shall post the following information on its website or on the
AGGM platform, for the use of balance group representatives in particular:

24.2.3.1

the maximum entry/exit capacity at entry/exit points to/from the distribution area under normal
operating conditions, calculated using the methodology approved by the regulatory authority;

24.2.3.2

aggregate capacity allocations at entry/exit points to/from the distribution area;

24.2.3.3

consumers' aggregate hourly demand in the distribution area, calculated on the basis of the data
available to AGGM at the time of publication;

24.2.3.4

consumers' aggregate nominated hourly demand in the distribution area on the actual day and
the following day, calculated on the basis of the data available to AGGM at the time of publication;

24.2.3.5

the actual gas flows per entry/exit point to/from the distribution area, calculated on the basis of
the data available to AGGM at the time of publication;

24.2.3.6

information on the deviation between supply and demand in the distribution area at hourly
intervals in a timely manner, if applicable, also taking into account receivables and liabilities
arising from interconnection accounts.

25.

Schedule management

25.1

With regard to schedule management, the parties undertake in particular to comply with the rules
set out in chapters 2 and 3 SoMa Gas. The parties are also subject to the rights and duties set out
below in respect of schedule management.

25.2

AGGM shall base its schedule management activities on the schedules transmitted to it by the
balance group representatives.

25.3

AGGM shall be entitled to notify the balance group coordinator if a balance group representative
fails to perform its schedule management duties properly (compliance with the Gas Market Code
with regard to submission of schedules and their formal and substantive correctness and
timeliness).

25.4

The balance group representative and AGGM shall conduct a communication test. This test must
be suitable to ascertain whether data transmission between them is free of errors and complete.
The BGR is therefore obliged to furnish proof that it is capable, at all times, of exchanging the
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requisite data with AGGM in conformity with the formats, interfaces, safety and security
standards, message content and methodology specified by the SoMa Gas, at least 2 (two) days
prior to the activity of the schedule management.
25.5

At least 2 (two) working days before submitting its initial schedule or a revised schedule for a
cross-border interconnection point in the distributions area, the balance group representative
shall notify AGGM of the balance group requesting the capacity, the parties delivering and taking
delivery of the natural gas and the entry/exit point.

25.6

The balance group representative shall ensure that any storage system operators or natural gas
or biogas producers with entry/exit points to/from the distribution area inform AGGM, at least 2
(two) working days in advance, as to which balance groups will be submitting an initial schedule
or a revised schedule for such entry/exit points to such storage system operators or natural or
biogas producers.

25.7

The balance group representative shall notify AGGM of the identity of the requesting balance
group at least 2 (two) working days before the submission of the initial consumer schedule or of
a revised consumer schedule of the balancing period gas day according to 18 (5) GMMO-VO.

25.8

The balance group representative shall coordinate with AGGM the unique name and marketrules-compliant identification code of large consumers with contractual maximum capacities of
more than 50,000 kWh/h within the meaning of section 18 (8) GMMO-VO at least 2 (two) days
prior submitting the initial schedules or revised schedules on behalf of such large consumers.

25.9

AGGM shall be responsible for specifying the unique identification of schedules with regard to the
balance group, the balancing period, the party delivering and that taking delivery of the gas, and
the name where applicable, in accordance with chapters 2 and 3 SoMa Gas.

25.10

AGGM cannot process schedules submitted by a balance group representative on behalf of a
balance group unless the latter has registered with AGGM to submit schedules in the distribution
area. If a balance group has been blocked from market activities, AGGM shall be entitled to cease
processing schedules with effect from the commencement of the lock-out.

25.11

The balance group representative shall ensure that system operators upstream or downstream
from the entry/exit points serving the distribution area's cross-border interconnection points, and
which control those entry/exit points, receive, in a timely manner, all the data required by them
to conduct the matching procedure in conjunction with AGGM by means of nominations, which
may be submitted by the balance group representative itself or by the party delivering or taking
delivery of the natural gas concerned. In the event that differences between a nomination and a
schedule are identified during the matching process, and neither the nomination nor the external
schedule is adjusted accordingly in a timely manner, the lesser of the quantities stated in the
nomination or the schedule shall prevail (referred to as "lesser rule"). AGGM shall be entitled to
subject the most recent confirmed version of a schedule to renewed matching if a repetition of
the matching procedure is necessitated by a change in supply, demand or transportation
situation. The balance group representative shall receive the outcome of this rematching as a
revision of the most recent confirmed version of the schedule; only future hourly scheduled
quantities may be rematched. The balance group representative shall reflect these changes in
subsequent versions of schedules.

25.12

The balance group representative shall ensure that the storage system operators and natural gas
or biogas producers that manage the various entry/exit points at storage facilities and production
systems receive, in a timely manner, by way of nominations, all the data required by them to
manage the schedules of each balance group for such entry/exit points in conjunction with AGGM.
AGGM shall be entitled to reconfirm the most recent confirmed version of a schedule, with
modified hourly scheduled quantities, in response to a change in supply, demand or
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transportation situation. The balance group representative shall send the outcome of this
rematching to the storage system operator or natural gas or biogas producer concerned as a
revision of the most recent confirmed version of the schedule; only future hourly scheduled
quantities may be rematched. The balance group representative shall ensure that the storage
system operator or natural gas or biogas producer concerned reflects these changes in
subsequent versions of schedules.
25.13

If a balance group representative, storage system operator or natural gas or biogas producer fails
to submit a schedule for a balance group, AGGM shall reset the relevant scheduled quantities to
zero.

25.14

AGGM shall, without delay, notify the balance group representative of any unforeseeable shortterm restrictions of entry/exit capacity or network congestion of which it becomes aware, and
which present an obstacle to the fulfilment of schedules for the distribution area's cross-border
interconnection points. The same applies to unfulfillable consumer schedules. AGGM shall send
information on unfulfillable schedules for storage system operators or natural gas or biogas
producers to the storage system operators or natural gas or biogas producers and the balance
group representatives concerned.

25.15

The balance group representative shall ensure that all consumer schedules, transmission of which
is required by the market rules, are matched by corresponding injections and withdrawals, and/or
that any changes to schedules are made and submitted in a timely manner. If failure to make and
transmit modifications to schedules endangers network stability, AGGM shall be entitled to take
appropriate measures in accordance with clause 26.

25.16

The hourly scheduled quantities for entry/exit points at the distribution area's cross-border
connection points may not exceed the corresponding aggregate standard and interruptible
capacity allocations. Where hourly quantities in a schedule for the distribution area's cross-border
interconnection points exceed the capacity limit, AGGM shall bring such quantities down to the
capacity limit before performing the matching procedure and inform the balance group
representative of same immediately.

25.17

In the event that the aggregate requested day-ahead and intra-day schedules exceed the
maximum available capacity at the entry/exit points of storage system operators or natural gas or
biogas producers calculated in accordance with a methodology approved by the regulatory
authority and net of any foreseen capacity restrictions, the following methods shall be used to
process the schedules:
The requested schedules for the virtual entry/exit points of storage system operators and the
virtual entry points of natural gas or biogas producers may not exceed the aggregate standard
and interruptible capacity allocations for the system operators connected to such virtual
entry/exit points. AGGM shall make pro rata reductions to virtual entry/exit point schedules that
exceed these capacity limits unless the storage system operators and natural gas or biogas
producers themselves submit schedules yielding a sufficient overall reduction within the
applicable renomination periods.

25.18

In the event that the aggregate requested day-ahead and intra-day schedules exceed the
maximum available capacity at the entry/exit points at the distribution area's cross-border
interconnection points calculated in accordance with a methodology approved by the regulatory
authority and net of any foreseen capacity restrictions, the methods set out below shall be used
to process the schedules:

25.18.1

Requested schedules that are within the limits of the standard capacity allocations, or have been
reduced to bring them within those limits in accordance with clause 24.2.2, as the case may be,
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shall be met in full. Any interruptible portion of standard capacity allocations shall be restricted
pro rata where necessary.
25.18.2

In the event that the aggregate requested schedules exceed the maximum capacity at an
entry/exit point, the measures set out below shall be taken for the time until the aggregate
schedules have been brought down to such maximum capacity. The portions of requested
schedules that are on an interruptible basis shall be reduced in accordance with the priorities on
a "first come, first served" basis.

25.18.3

Allocations of unused standard or interruptible capacity shall be invalidated if capacity to be
employed for this purpose, but allocated to another balance group representative, is not used by
the latter on an intra-day basis. In consequence, AGGM can provide a binding schedule
confirmation only for the next hour. The preliminary schedule confirmation for the remaining
hours is subject to the above condition to become effective for the relevant hour of the remaining
gas day.

26.

Measures to maintain network stability

26.1

Distribution area "short"

26.1.1

If more natural gas is consumed in the distribution area than is supplied to serve consumers, and
normal system control and balancing energy management methods are insufficient to maintain
network stability, AGGM shall immediately inform all the balance group representatives of same
and call on them to adjust their schedules. If this action is ineffective, AGGM shall be entitled to
issue instructions regarding the restriction of supplies to large consumers in accordance with the
market rules. The balance group representative shall be notified of such measures. The balance
group representative undertakes, if necessary by making agreements with balance group
members, to adjust the schedules for large consumers to comply with AGGM's instructions. If this
action is not feasible, or if it is inadequate in the opinion of AGGM, AGGM shall initiate action as
stipulated in section 25 GWG 2011

26.2

Distribution area "long"

26.2.1

If less natural gas is consumed in the distribution area than is supplied to serve consumers, and if
it is foreseeable that, despite market-conform system control measures and active balancing
energy management, it will be impossible to maintain network stability, AGGM shall immediately
inform all the balance group representatives of same and call on them to adjust their supply and
consumer schedules. If such action does not have the necessary effect, AGGM shall restrict all
schedules at appropriate entry points and the related consumer schedules on a pro rata basis, to
such extent that a balanced account of the distribution area can be expected.

26.2.2

AGGM shall continuously compare the hourly quantities specified by consumer schedules and the
daily aggregates of such quantities with its demand forecasts. If the distribution area is at risk of
network instability due to oversupply, AGGM shall also be entitled to confirm reduced consumer
schedules for some balance groups, taking account of the relevant demand forecast.

26.2.3

AGGM shall inform the balance group representatives concerned of its reasons for taking action
under clause 26.2 in writing within 5 (five) working days.

26.2.4

If the circumstances referred to in clause 26.1 and clause 26.2 apply, each balance group
representative shall be liable for the consequences of failing to meet its obligations under clause
25.15, and shall hold harmless and indemnify AGGM for such consequences.
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27.

Balancing energy management in the distribution area
Balancing energy in the distribution area shall be managed in accordance with the GMMO-VO.

28.

Supplementary provisions on the information exchange/on the exchange of information
between balance group representatives and the distribution area manager

28.1

Referring to the obligation specified in clause 3.1, the exchange of information between balance
group representatives and AGGM shall include in particular the data specified by the SoMa Gas,
by section 5 (1) no. 1 (four-week forecast), and section 12 (contractual supply restrictions) of the
G-EnlD-VO, and by these GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.

28.2

The balance group representative shall electronically transmit the data specified in Annex ./2 in
accordance with the G-EnlD-VO, in the format specified in Annex ./2, under the subject reference
specified hereinafter to AGGM:

28.2.1

Data in accordance with section 5 (1) no. 1 (four-week forecast) G-EnlD-VO: subject reference
"DATA 20YYMMDD_28D_mmm_bbbb_01", where the letters "mmm" shall be replaced by the
market area code "OST" and the letters "bbbb" shall be replaced by the balance group code
assigned by AGGM;

28.2.2

Data in accordance with section 12 (contractual supply restrictions) G-EnlD-VO;

28.3

Pursuant to clause 6.2.2 General terms and conditions governing the legal relationship between
the distribution area manager and the distribution system operators in the Eastern market area
(GTC DAM-DSO), AGGM shall notify all the balance group representatives immediately upon being
informed by a distribution system operator that off-specification gas has been imported into the
network.

28.4

The balance group representative shall review the standardised load profile forecasts transmitted
to it by AGGM for completeness and plausibility, and in case of doubt shall inform AGGM thereof
in writing without delay. The balance group representative shall provide suppliers with an
explanation of the information on which the standardised load profile forecast is based, and shall
record such explanation in writing. AGGM is entitled to inspect the records at any time and to
require the balance group representative to provide copies of such records.
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Annex ./1 - Terms and conditions of use for the AGGM partner portal

1.

Scope of application and definitions

1.1

These terms and conditions govern how the system user may use the partner portal operated by
AGGM.

1.2

For the purposes of these terms and conditions of use the following terms shall have the meanings
ascribed to them in clause 2.1 of the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East: Apart from that, the terms used
in these GTC are used as defined in the GWG 2011, the GMMO-VO and the SoMa Gas.

1.3

The legal relationship of the parties shall be governed in particular by the provisions of the GWG
2011, the GMM-VO and the Electricity Market Code, each as most recently amended. The GTC
MAM-DAM-BGR East shall also apply.

2.

Partner portal

2.1

On its website (www.aggm.at), AGGM hosts the partner portal for the purposes of marketing
entry/exit capacities at the cross-border interconnection points in the distribution area pursuant
to section 15 para. 3 of the Austrian Gas Market Model Ordinance 2012 (Gas-MarktmodellVerordnung, GMMO-VO).

2.2

The partner portal is a platform for marketing entry/exit capacities in the distribution area and for
assigning them to authorised balance groups.

2.3

The entry/exit agreements concluded via the partner portal shall be entered into by AGGM with
each system user in the name and for the account of the relevant distribution system operator.
Each such entry/exit agreement shall thus be an agreement between such system user and the
distribution system operator at the booked entry/exit point. AGGM itself does not offer any
capacity rights and shall thus not become a party to any of the entry/exit agreements concluded.

2.4

The entry/exit agreements shall be performed and implemented outside the partner portal.

2.5

For the system user to be able to use the booked capacity by submitting entry/exit schedules, it
is necessary to allocate the capacity to an approved balance group on the partner portal.

3

Use of the AGGM partner portal

3.1

Prerequisites to be met for using the partner portal:

3.1.1

acceptance and confirmation of these terms and conditions of use; and

3.1.2

successful registration of the system user with the partner portal as set out in clause 4 of the
terms and conditions of use.

3.2

Successful registration shall result in a user agreement between the system user and AGGM
coming into being based on these terms and conditions of use.

3.3

The administrative contact person indicated upon registration shall be the system user’s
authorised booker and shall be entitled to assign to, or withdraw from, other registered persons
the right to make bookings.

3.4

AGGM may assume that the system user has bestowed upon the authorised booker the authority
to enter into legally binding agreements and to allocate capacities to balance groups in a legally
binding manner.
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3.5

The system user shall ensure that authorised bookers comply with all the rights and obligations
arising under this user agreement.

3.6

If the system user is a balance group representative having a valid approval pursuant to section
93 Austrian Natural Gas Act 2011 (Gaswirtschaftsgesetz, GWG), the prerequisites set out in clause
3.1 of the terms and conditions of use shall be deemed fulfilled.

3.7

Use of the partner portal is free of charge for the system user.

4.

Registration of system users

4.1

If the system user is a balance group representative having a valid approval pursuant to section
93 GWG 2011, no registration shall be required.

4.2

System users that do not have a valid approval pursuant to section 93 GWG 2011 shall be under
an obligation to register with the partner portal.

4.3

During registration, the system user shall supply the information requested in the relevant online
form. Such information includes, without limitation:

4.3.1

system user address details;

4.3.2

administrative contact person details;

4.3.3

system user data relevant for billing.

4.4

In order to be registered, the system user shall furnish the following documents to AGGM:

4.4.1

terms and conditions of use signed by an authorised representative of the company;

4.4.2

a certificate issued by the bank specified in the registration procedure confirming that the bank
details supplied are correct.

4.5

Unless the registration procedure is completed successfully within 6 (six) weeks, AGGM shall be
entitled to delete the system user’s registration request.

4.6

AGGM shall inform the system user of the successful registration by email. The login data for the
administrative contact person shall also be contained in such email.

4.7

The registration procedure shall have to be completed successfully before AGGM has the right to
enter into entry/exit agreements with the system user in the name and for the account of the
relevant distribution system operator.

4.8

Once registration has been completed successfully, the system user may also change the
registration data stored on the market partner portal. Key company data may, however, be
changed only by AGGM, upon request by the system user. To this end, the system user shall
submit the corresponding form plus the required documentation to AGGM. AGGM shall be under
the obligation to make the changes in the stored registration data as soon as the corresponding
documentation has been received by AGGM in full. Any change shall then be carried out on the
next following day by no later than 10:00 and become effective as of 12:00 on the same day.

5.

Data collection and data use

5.1

The system user expressly agrees to AGGM collecting, storing and processing the data of the
system user and its authorised bookers entered during registration on AGGM's online platform or
at AGGM’s partner portal and in the course of use of said partner portal as well as to AGGM
passing on such data to the distribution system operators as far as this is necessary for the
transactions entered into on the partner portal to be processed correctly.
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5.2

The system user expressly agrees to AGGM logging all activities carried out on the partner portal
by the system user and its authorised bookers.

5.3

National data protection legislation and the General Data Protection Regulation shall apply
without prejudice to other provisions of law. Each party shall ensure that they and any
subcontractors process any disclosed data only for the purpose of fulfilling this agreement. The
disclosing party hereby confirms that they are entitled to make personal data available to the
receiving party. Where in accordance with applicable data protection laws one party acts as the
other party’s processor as referred to in the GDPR, the parties shall reach a data processing
agreement that satisfies the requirements set out in Article 28 of the GDPR in order to ensure
compliance with statutory provisions on data processing. The above shall also apply where the
receiving party discloses personal data to processors based on this agreement.
For as long as this agreement remains in effect and during any further statutory retention periods,
the receiving party shall be obliged when processing disclosed data to follow suitable technical
and organisational procedures to ensure appropriate security of the disclosed data, including
protection from unauthorised or unlawful processing and from accidental loss, destruction or
damage.
The receiving party is not entitled to transfer personal data to a subcontractor established in a
third country outside the European Economic Area (EEA) or to allow such a subcontractor to
process such data, without first obtaining assurance that the subcontractor has previously
consented to standard data protection clauses approved by the European Commission.
All obligations under this clause 5.3 shall remain in effect even after termination of the BGR
agreement.

6.

Capacity marketing

6.1

Primary marketing

6.1.1

Entry and exit capacities at the cross-border interconnection points in the distribution area shall
be marketed on the partner portal on a "first come first served" basis.

6.1.2

The products and capacity available at given entry/exit points are posted on the partner portal.
Product features shall be governed by the GTC MAM-DAM-BGR East.

6.1.3

If entry/exit capacity is available with the distribution system operator, the system user may book
it via the partner portal. Agreements shall be concluded electronically by the system user by
means of the ‘Click & Buy’ function on the partner portal. An electronic booking confirmation shall
be issued instantly to the system user.

6.2

Secondary marketing

6.2.1

The system user shall be entitled to sell the capacities acquired through primary marketing to
third parties (assignment) or make such capacities available for use by third parties (subletting).

6.2.2

The commercial arrangements concerning either assignment or subletting of acquired capacities
shall be made directly between the relevant parties, outside the partner portal.

6.2.3

Assignment takes place through assigning the capacity agreement between the system user and
the distribution system operator to a third party. The distribution system operator shall notify
AGGM of the capacity agreement having been assigned.

6.2.4

Subletting takes place through allocating the capacities in question to a balance group agreed
between the system user and the third party. Such allocation shall be made by the system user
on the partner portal.
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6.2.5

The system user may agree on assigning or subletting capacities only with third parties that are
registered users of the partner portal.

7.

Availability of the partner portal

7.1

Use of the partner portal and its functions shall be subject to the current state of the art and the
technical availability of the partner portal. AGGM may limit the functionality of the partner portal
from time to time if and when this is necessary to ensure system security and integrity, or to carry
out technical measures which serve the purpose of proper or improved provision of services, or if
unforeseeable technical problems occur, including, without limitation, an interruption of the
power supply, or in the event of a hardware and/or software failure and a resulting downtime of
the partner portal. In such cases, users shall have no claim to using the partner portal. AGGM
shall, in such cases, inform the affected system user in a suitable manner and use its best efforts
to restore the availability of the partner portal as promptly as reasonably possible.

7.2

The partner portal functionalities shall not be available for use in the event of and during system
downtimes.

8

Blocking

8.1

AGGM shall be entitled to have a system user’s account blocked immediately if AGGM becomes
aware, and/or is made aware by market participants, that the system user in question fails to
meet obligations it has to meet in the context of its activity under law and/or contractual
arrangements.

8.2

If a system user’s approval pursuant to section 93 GWG 2011 is withdrawn by the regulatory
authority or if it has expired, that system user’s access to the partner portal shall be blocked.

8.3

AGGM shall be entitled to revoke such blocking as soon as the system user in question meets the
prerequisites as laid down in clause 3.1 of the terms and conditions of use and/or the reasons for
the blocking have ceased to apply.

9.

Discontinuation of the partner portal

9.1

AGGM shall be entitled to discontinue operating the partner portal with effect at the end of any
month giving at least one month’s notice. The reasons for such discontinuation shall have to be
communicated to the system user in writing.

9.2

Should, after due consideration of AGGM’s own interests and the interests of the system user,
complying with the deadline set out in clause 9.1 be unreasonable for AGGM, the partner portal
may be discontinued without notice. AGGM shall notify the system user thereof without delay.

9.3

Any capacity bookings made prior to discontinuation shall remain unaffected by such
discontinuation. AGGM shall endeavour to inform the system user at the earliest possible point
in time of the exact date and time at which the partner portal will be discontinued.

10.

Ensuring partner portal system security

10.1

The system user shall ensure that adequate care is taken in handling the login data for partner
portal use. Careful handling shall include, without limitation:

10.1.1

not disclosing or making information on login data available to others, and, in particular,
preventing such information from being used by unauthorised third parties;
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10.1.2

keeping the login data assigned personally to a given authorised booker;

10.1.3

not leaving the relevant computer workstation unsecured or unsupervised following login to the
partner portal.

10.2

The system user shall inform AGGM without delay if there is justified reason to suspect that
unauthorised third parties have gained access to login data.

10.3

The system user shall inform AGGM without delay if there is justified reason to suspect that the
partner portal is being misused or that there are security gaps.

11.

Liability

11.1

Each party shall be liable exclusively for the fulfilment of the obligations arising from these terms
and conditions of use, unless expressly otherwise specified in these terms and conditions of use,
in particular in clauses 11.2 to 11.4 of the terms and conditions of use. Each party shall be liable
towards the other party as set forth in the general requirements of law governing compensation.
In cases where such law refers to liability due to fault, except for personal injury and claims as
stipulated in section 33 (6) GWG 2011, the party shall only be liable in cases of wilful intent and
gross negligence.

11.2

In the event of liability of the parties for consequential loss or damage, lost profit and indirect loss
shall be excluded to the full extent permitted by law. Each of the party’s liability shall be limited
to EUR 200,000 for all loss and damage within one calendar year. This limit of liability shall not
apply in those cases in which the system user is obliged to indemnify the distribution area
manager.

11.3

AGGM makes the partner portal available specifically for the purposes of marketing entry/exit
capacities at the cross-border interconnection points in the distribution area. In this context,
AGGM itself shall not accept any liability for the capacity agreements entered into between the
system user and the relevant distribution system operator, including, without limitation, the
conduct, ability and willingness to perform on the part of each of these contracting partners.

11.4

Apart from cases of personal injury or wilful intent and gross negligence, non-availability of the
partner portal as set out in clause 7 of the terms and conditions of use, blocking as set out in
clause 8 of the terms and conditions of use, or discontinuation of operations as set out in clause
9 of the terms and conditions of use shall not constitute grounds for the system user to claim
damages from AGGM, to the extent such limitation of liability is permitted by law.
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Annex ./2 - Format for the data to be transmitted in accordance with the provisions of the G-EnlD-VO

The format of the data to be transmitted in accordance with the provisions of the Austrian Gas Energy
Intervention Data Ordinance (Erdgas-Energielenkungsdaten-Verordnung, G-EnlD-VO) specified hereinafter
shall satisfy the following requirements:
1.

Data pursuant to section 5 para. 1 no. 1 (four-week forecast) G-EnlD-VO, in an Edig@s XML format
via safe transmission as specified by AGGM;

2.

Data pursuant to section 12 (contractual supply restrictions) G-EnlD-VO, in the format as specified
by E-Control.
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Annex ./3 - Illustration of the schedules of balancing as carried out by the market area manager
1.

Day-ahead

2.

Intra-day / BGR does not balance BG in time
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3.

Intra-day / BGR balances BG in time
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